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Up to 4.5 year of operation with no lamp replacement!

Installation & 2 year full warranty included!

Improved image brightness and quality!

100 interactive games included!



BEAM Laser.
Testing the boundaries 
of what is possible.

BEAM Laser Wall

Project immersive 
interactive experiences 
on any wall.

BEAM Laser Ball Wall

An interactive play solution 
where players throw balls at 
specific targets on a wall.

BEAM Laser Table

Convert tables of all shapes 
and sizes into astonishing 
experiences.

BEAM Laser Floor

Turn any space into an 
exhilarating virtual playground.



BEAM Laser Floor
The BEAM Floor promotes active play as it gets 
kids up and moving. It will have kids exercising 
for hours as they run, jump & play.



BEAM Table is a digital experience for the whole 
family to enjoy together. Choose from 8 different 
games right from the interface using just your 
hands. Add a game table and everyone will be 
instantly talking & laughing.

BEAM Laser Table



BEAM Wall takes all of the excitement and interactive enjoyment 
from the floor to the wall. It will have customers painting pictures 
and popping balloons. BEAM Wall can easily transform meeting 
spaces into areas of fun! Perfect for birthday parties and can be 
utilized for crew training meetings as well.

BEAM Laser Wall



Looking to keep kids active during gym time? BEAM Ball is an 
interactive play solution where players throw balls at specific 
targets on a wall, resulting in a fun and innovative gaming 
experience for kids of all ages.

BEAM Laser Ball Wall



New Dazzling Projection 
Interactive Technology 
With Minimal Downtime.
Engineered and designed specially for 
businesses who want the best quality 
and highest reliability.

Tech Specs

Brightness of 5,000 Lumens

WXGA (1,280 x 800) Native Resolution

3,000,000:1 Dynamic Contrast Ratio

Up to 20,000 Hours of Consistent 

Brightness and Color Accuracy



Why BEAM Laser?

BEAM Laser encourages active play 

so parents enjoy the experience 

as much as their kids.

Crowd-Pleasing

BEAM Laser isn’t just one new way to play - 

it’s hundreds of them. Every  game is custom-

made with more added all the time.

Awe-Inspiring

Give families a reason to come back 

and stay longer. While kids play and 

tire themselves out with BEAM Laser, 

their parents can relax.

Loyalty Building
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Get BEAM Today!


